Plain English for Cops

This book is written from the perspective
of the law enforcement agent in order to
convey practical advice to officers writing
reports. Recognizing the need for an
English guide that does not dwell on the
intricacies of the English language, Meier
and Adams have organized the text around
common mistakes police officers actually
make in their reports, and they then present
methods to avoid them. The authors have
approached
report
writing
in
a
non-traditional and humorous way. Plain
English for Cops can be used in basic
training academies, field training officer
programs, and remediation programs for
veteran officers. It can also be used in other
areas such as private security, corrections,
or any other occupation where narrative
reports are important. Plain English for
Cops is a non-textbook. It uses a
non-technical approach to police report
writing that is easy to read, easy to
understand, and easy to apply. This is a
valuable resource for anyone in the law
enforcement or security fields.

Its tough being a cop in Virginia. You may be 10-7 (off duty) when you see a 10-54 (livestock on a highway) cause a
10-50 (traffic accident).The first centrally organised police force was created by The word police was borrowed from
French into the English - Buy Plain English For Cops book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Plain
English For Cops book reviews & author details and more Plain english creeps into police radio transmissions. An
Arlington Virginia policeman uses his high-tech radio to call for help, shouting tenIve been working with cops on the
stand for over twenty years - first as a prosecutor and now as a (Plain English for Cops, Nicholas Meier, R.J. Adams
(1999).).Most cops hate to write reports. What cops hate even more is instruction on how to write reports. Why?
Because instruction in report writing tends to focus on thePlain English for Cops can be used in basic training
academies, field training officer programs, and remediation programs for veteran officers. It can also be usedA police
officer is a serving member of a police force. Police officers arrest criminals, prevent crime, protect and help the public,
and keep public order. Officers Police radio can sound like an algebra class, with all those 10-4s and 187s. Because the
dispatcher switched to plain English, every statePlain English For Cops. Ebook Plain English For Cops currently
available at for review only, if you need complete ebook Plain English For CopsA police car is a ground vehicle used
by police for transportation during patrols and to enable . the manufacturers name (Ford, General Motors, Chrysler) can
be displayed with the words Not In Service Modern police vehicles in some countries have retroreflective markings
which reflect light for better visibility at night.Plain English for Cops by Meier, Nicholas/ Adams, R. J.. Paperback
available at Half Price Books https://.(From Plain English for Cops, Nicholas Meier and R.J. Adams (1999).) Lets say
the department negotiates with the union for an agreed upon sanction ofThis is a guidebook to police report writing. The
book provides generic elements of report design to help police report writers convey information honestly, clearly
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